Once upon a time, there was hundreds of men, women and children in poor neighborhoods dying. They were being killed by police and killing each other. At this time the government could not stop the violence in the city, children playing in front of there homes being shot by stray Bullets dying. Gang took over these neighborhoods flooding them with drugs and alcohol, women on every corner selling their bodies for drugs while there children raise themselves or while they sit at home hungry without light or gas in these apartments because there parents are drug addicts or either dead, or are among the living dead on drugs and alcohol leaving these families for days, string out in the dark streets of Chicago. Among these neighborhoods there was a boy raised by a woman, she named him Rot Hood, he never had a father so the streets was his role model, this man stop attending school at a young age to help his mother; he worked everyday they finally made it out the projects into a neighborhood just as bad. Now the young man was determined to be someone for kids to look up to someone who would restore our neighborhoods and be a father.
to all kids a leader her dreams was to
give all children what he never had "love,"
and his name was Ron Bond, he have a brown
Cadillac he would take from the rich and
give to the poor.

He ended up allowing the streets,
drugs and the prostitute to draw him in
after 20 years of working a job that he
done only to earn money to give his
mother and people who was deprived of
father, his drug use lasted 10 months
and he was arrested for a Murder he did
not commit.

After 16 years he was found to be
innocent and release from prison along
with 17 million dollars for wrongfully
convicted him. He new his calling now
he began to clean up all neighborhoods
save all children, he stop the useless
murder and drugs in all neighborhoods,
he change the police department, he
change all the harsh laws for offenders.
after he was release the poor neighborhood
became rich the governor close 25 prison
there was no need for them.
all gang member became Doctor's Lawyer, preacher and the children were able to play in front of their home again, the city build more parks and jobs was a clinic a dozen every homeless person had homes Bob had done it he made a significant difference in the world and everyone benefited from it.